The Center for Asian Law, the University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law, and Waseda University Law School present

Courts, Law, and Politics in the United States and Asia

April 5, 2019—April 6, 2019

University of Pennsylvania Law School--Silverman Hall 240A
3501 Sansom Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Scholars, jurists, and policy-makers in every major jurisdiction in Asia are debating, and sometimes reforming, the selection and appointment of judges, the role of specialized courts, the autonomy and accountability of the judiciary, the use of foreign law, and the legitimacy and capacity of judicial institutions to address political issues. This symposium brings together prominent jurists and leading academics from the U.S., China, India, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong to engage in a pathbreaking open dialogue on these and other issues critical to the successful operation of every nation’s legal system.

This program has been approved for 7.0 substantive CLE credits for Pennsylvania lawyers. CLE credit may be available in other jurisdictions as well. Attendees seeking CLE credit should bring separate payment in the amount of $280.00 ($140.00 public interest/non-profit attorneys) cash or check made payable to The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania.
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Contact Us
The Center for Asian Law, the University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law, and Waseda University Law School present

Courts, Law, and Politics in the United States and Asia

April 5, 2019—April 6, 2019

University of Pennsylvania Law School--Silverman Hall 240A
3501 Sansom Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
April 5, 2019

9:00am Welcome
Dean Theodore Ruger, University of Pennsylvania Law School
Shyam Balganesh, Jacques deLisle, Eric Feldman, Professors of Law and Co-Directors,
Center for Asian Law,
University of Pennsylvania Law School

9:30am Keynote Addresses
Perspectives on the Autonomy and Accountability of Courts
Justice Michael Hartmann, Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal
Justice Ruma Pal, Supreme Court of India

10:00am Panel Discussion
Chair: Professor Mark Tushnet, Harvard Law School
Panelists: Professor Shyam Balganesh, University of Pennsylvania Law School
Professor Stephen Burbank, University of Pennsylvania Law School
Professor Jerome Cohen, New York University Law School
Professor John Haley, Vanderbilt Law School
Dean Han Dayuan, Renmin University Law School
Professor Alex Schwartz, University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law

11:00am Break

11:15am Roundtable Discussion
Judicial Decision-Making: Statutes, Regulations, Precedent (and More?) as Sources of Law
Chair: Chief Judge Robert Katzmann, United States Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit
Panelists: Professor Johannes Chan, University of Hong Kong Law Faculty
Professor Kyoko Ishida, Waseda University Law School
Dean Theodore Ruger, University of Pennsylvania Law School
Judge Stephen Williams, United States Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit
Professor Christopher Yoo, University of Pennsylvania Law School

12:30pm Lunch Break

2:00pm Keynote Addresses
Shaping the Judiciary: The Appointment and Training of Judges and the Organization of the Courts
Chief Justice Itsurō Terada, Supreme Court of Japan
Judge Zhang Yongjian, Supreme People’s Court of China

2:30pm Panel Discussion
Chair: Judge Anthony Scirica, United States Court of Appeals, 3rd Circuit
Panelists: Professor Eric Feldman, University of Pennsylvania Law School
Professor Fu Yulin, Peking University Law School
Professor John Haley, Vanderbilt Law School